Mobile target tracking-oriented sensor networks are a special kind of Mission-critical Sensor Networks (MCSN), in which the various missions with the diverse priorities exist. However, it is challenging to achieve real time tracking while keeping the MCSN a long life time with limited energy provision in a complicated environment. In this paper, we develop a collaborative perception and intelligent scheduling scheme, which jointly optimizes the system responding latency and tracking accuracy with the constraint of the available energy. A new hierarchical architecture is proposed to realize the coupled function of perception and computation. In particular, the multi-node collaborative perception scheme is applied to obtain the excellent sensing capacity, and the Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) play as the edge nodes to provide the computing service for those resource-constrained sensor nodes. To reach the sustained target tracking, we propose an intelligent tracking policy by exploiting the deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) method. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed intelligent collaboration scheme can improve the tracking accuracy by 45.5% compared with the random selection scheme. The system cost is also reduced approximately by 17.3% while guaranteeing the tracking accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the ability of connecting diverse devices with each other, internet of things (IoT) has been concerned as a key technology for the next generation mobile networks. Mission-Critical Sensor and Sensor Networks (MC-SSN) are a special kind of IoT, which focus on mission-critical applications of interest oriented wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] . Mission-critical WSN performs the low priority energy consumption and regards the critical mission as the top priority. Mission-critical WSN applications are regarded as those applications demanding data delivery bounds in the critical time, wherein mobile target tracking plays an important role. Sensor nodes can monitor surrounding areas to guarantee environmental safety and they can achieve critical tasks through monitoring moving targets. Monitoring data is
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Qilian Liang . collected and forwarded to the sink node or remote cloud, and sensor nodes carry out corresponding actions according to the feedback from cloud or the sink node. This kind of networks are widely applied in many promising fields, such as space expedition, marine monitoring, and terror attacks [2] , [3] .
MC-SSN has some unique features compared with ordinary WSN. The following challenges are regarded as key issues to work out.
(1) Targets with diverse levels of priority invade to the monitoring region. When multiple targets invade to the monitoring area, it is difficult to identify precisely the threatening target. The target with the top priority may be missed in some important monitoring areas.
(2) There exists the irrational bandwidth utilization in mission-critical oriented wireless sensor network. The invading targets with low priority may consume the limited bandwidth, thus the communications for monitoring tasks cannot be ensured. VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (3) Limited coverage area. Due to the mobility of sensor nodes, the target with high priority may be missed or misjudged. High tracking accuracy may be not satisfied.
(4) High latency response and feedback. High-intensity computing consumption in the central server leads to the high system latency, which is not meet the real time control. Valid feedback may be not guaranteed.
The existing mobile target tracking strategies in sensor networks are divided into four categories [4] - [8] , i.e., optimum in energy consumption, optimum in tracking accuracy, optimum in system latency, and optimum in system throughput. Nevertheless, these target tracking studies cannot directly apply to MC-SSN. We observe that sensor nodes with limited energy is quite difficult to track targets in long-term process, and accurate recognition and efficient transmission maybe not always guaranteed. Thus, efficient tracking and low missing probability maybe not obtained from traditional MC-SSN. Jondhale. et al. proposes an implementation of generalized regression neural network as an alternative to this traditional RSSI-based approach [9] . Mahboubi. et al. proposes an algorithm as graph divided into sufficient small cells, and uses a shortest path algorithm [10] .
However, the existing work focuses on the improvement of energy consumption or tracking accuracy, which are not always feasible in the energy-limited networks. For instance, target nodes with quite critical missions require sufficient resource to obtain valid control and feedback. Low energy consumption maybe not guaranteed if the moving sensor node tracks target unremittingly. These issues drives us to design a joint optimal strategy, which can guarantee the high tracking accuracy and low responding latency with low energy consumption.
It is obvious that excellent tracking performance is based on the characteristics of quick response and efficient collaborative perception. In this paper, we investigate a collaborative perception scheme and intelligent tracking strategy to recommend the MMT in MC-SSN, taking account of invading target nodes with different priority. Considering the complicated and dynamic tracking environment, the tracking problem is modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) composed of request queue, system delay and diverse critical missions. However, it is difficult to obtain the optimal scheduling strategy with a accepted latency when the system state space becomes large. The design of mobile target tracking-oriented MC-SSN need the joint optimization of collaborative perception, efficient computing, and real time feedback. In this case, we design a Deep Determined Policy gradient (DDPG)-based MMT scheme with collaborative perception. This scheme focuses on the determined policy, wherein the agent interacts with the complex environment and the optimal policy is obtained. Below are the main contributions of this paper.
• We propose a distributed intelligent framework for the MC-SSN. The collaborative perception scheme is applied to enhance the transmission efficiency for the critical missions. In order to achieve the real time feedback, information sharing is realized in the computation layer.
• The hierarchical architecture is proposed to achieve the coupled function of perception, computation, and service. System state and action are analyzed through the Markov Decision Process (MDP). The Kalman filter and the Euclidean space are applied to jointly establish a prediction model with random moving trajectories.
• An intelligent optimum scheduling scheme is proposed based on the deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm, wherein the deterministic policy is given through Actor-Critic architecture. Energy consumption, responding delay, and tracking accuracy are jointly considered in this paper. Numerical results reveal the better performance compared with another scheme, in terms of tracking accuracy and system cost.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An extensive surveys related this work is given by section II. The system model is given by section III. Section IV presents the problem formulation. The DDPG is provided in section V. Simulation results are provided in VI Finally section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Many researchers proposed mobile multi-target tracking schemes which attempt to improve the performance in terms of tracking accuracy and energy consumption. Considering the issue of the target tracking accuracy in indoor wireless networks. Luo et al. [11] proposed a cooperative localization and tracking scheme to improve the tracking accuracy respectively, which are divided into off-line phase and on-line phase. The former establishes the cooperative localization and the latter uses a region overlapping mechanism to narrow location area. The accuracy depends on the weight allocation and grid positioning error.
In terms of target tracking in the local area, firstly proposed a tracking scheme named ''t-tracking'' in [12] to achieve two goals, high Quality of Tracking (QoT) and high energy efficiency. The optimal function is formulated by authors based on the above two objectives. But there exists a fly in the ointment, if sensor nodes are static and sink nodes move, sensor nodes will face big problems of frequently switching and high energy consumption.
On the data processing of target tracking side, in [13] , authors proposed a multi-rate distributed fusion estimation scheme to improve the energy efficiency. A minimum-error function between prediction and measurement, objects to covariance of the innovation vector based on conventional Kalman filter.
Considering the deployment and convergence problem, Mahboubi et al. [14] applies the concept of Graph and the shortest path algorithm to solve the above issues. The objective of Minimizing system energy consumption is formulated, subject to related constraints. But bringing in Graph to service the entire region of mobile sensor networks can result in some inadequacy, such as specific deployment, which limits the flexibility of moving nodes to some extent.
The authors of [15] and [16] proposed games-based scheme and a distributed strategy with consensus on estimates and missing data in terms of multi-target tracking, respectively. The objective of maximizing information about the target state and of estimating real-time position is designed to service the total mobile sensor network better. Alshamaa et al. [17] uses the belief function to embody the tracking accuracy and get good results in indoor positioning.
However, these works are based on the consideration in energy consumption or tracking accuracy, which are not always feasible in the energy-limited networks. Some special inferences, such as the environmental changing or the offloading of massive data, are not discussed specifically, especially in maritime. Besides, the real time feedback is not enhanced. In this paper, trade-off between energy consumption and tracking accuracy is guaranteed for real time tracking in maritime applications. Intelligent collaboration scheme and real time tracking strategy are realized in the MMT network. We mainly focus on the optimal tracking strategies, which is aided with the deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we illustrate the hierarchical framework for mobile multi-target tracking networks, and develop the communication model to represent the information delivery from sensor nodes to UAVs. Fig. 1 illustrates our proposed cooperative framework for mobile multi-target tracking (MMT) networks, which can be widely applied in different application scenarios such as space expedition, maritime monitoring, and agricultural management, etc. In this framework, the sensor nodes in the perception layer can detect invasive targets and form multiple clusters, which connect and associate with different UAVs located in the computation layer. The UAVs collect deliverable data, execute computation and schedule the sensor nodes for tracking tasks. The remote cloud located in the service layer is regarded as the data center to provide the whole information in the MMT network.
Specifically, in the perception layer, the sensor nodes monitor the moving targets, which may be attacking nodes or the stranded persons. The collaborative perception is embodied in this layer. Once arbitrary sensor node detects a target, other nodes are informed using the broadcasting scheme and execute the common and critical mission. In the computation layer, the UAVs with the intelligent processing scheme to cope with the massive data requirement. The storage devices are encouraged to cache information. After computing, the control information is transmitted through downlink to schedule the proper sensor nodes for the critical tracking mission. However, the UAVs maybe cannot obtain fresh data immediately. In this case, they can require the remote cloud located in the server layer to exchange the data acquisition for the fetching cost. Let M = {0, 1, 2, . . . , M } represent the index set of target nodes, where 0 denotes that monitoring regions are not attacked by target node. In addition, let N = {1, 2, . . . , N } denote the index set of sensor nodes to detect the illegal invasion. We further define H = {1, 2, . . . , H } as the index set of diverse target nodes with different priorities, i.e., m h represents the priority of target node m. Let C = {1, 2, . . . , C} denote the index set of UAVs, which is regarded as Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) devices. This device is geographically close to the sensor nodes, which can reduce the transmission distance and transmission delay. It is worth noting that the set of UAVs is a subset of sensor nodes, i.e., C ⊂ N , furthermore, the size of C is equal to the number of self-organized networks. Let t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T } denote the index of tracking times. The key notations are summarized in Table 1 .
In the target tracking-oriented wireless sensor networks, transmission interference should be analyzed to enhance systematic timeliness. In order to reduce the transmission interference, we apply the orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) to achieve multi-node transmission. In the information delivery process, channel gain g c,n between the UAV c and the sensor node n is decided by line-of-sight (LoS) g LoS c,n and non-line-of-sight (NLos) g NLos c,n from [18] , and [19] gives specific expressions
where f denotes the carrier frequency, υ represents the speed of UAV, l c,n is the distance between UAV c and sensor node n, α LoS and α NLos indicate the LoS and NLos path loss exponents, respectively. Rice and Rayleigh denote the small-scale fading coefficient and are distributed Rice(λ, δ) and Rayleigh(0, δ) respectively, where λ denotes the mean value and δ is the standard deviation. The weights of LOS and NLOS are given to obtain the average channel gain between the UAV c and the sensor node n, which is given by
where ζ c,n LOS and ζ c,n LOS are the weights which are decided by the flight angle and specific environment. The weight of LoS will be
where symbol a, b, c, d, e are constant values related to the environment, and θ c,n = arcsin( h n l c ,n ) is the flight angle, and ζ LOS + ζ NLOS = 1.
In the MMT network, the different cluster with homogeneous characteristics have the same transmission power, in each time t, the average receiving signal power is represented as
where N is the number of transmitting with UAV c and P t is the transmission power of each sensor node at the time t. Thus, the Signal Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) at the UAV c from the sensor node n at the time t is
where δ 2 is the power of Gaussian white noise. According to the Shannon theorem, the transmission rate from the sensor n to the UAV c is
where N c,t is the number of requiring to access the UAV c in the time t.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, the collaborative perception and irrational scheduling are discussed to obtain the optimal policy. Communication cost and delay cost are analyzed to establish state and action spaces. The objective function is formulated to request the optimal policy.
A. ANALYSIS OF THE COMMUNICATION MODEL
The perception strategy is proposed to realize the efficient monitoring for moving targets. Arrival of target nodes and entrance direction are random, we assume the arrival time is obeyed the Poisson distribution. The probability of the sensor node n monitoring the target m in the time t is η n,m,t , when the event happens, transmission consumption for monitoring is produced, which is denoted as p r,t . The requirement is real time for the sensor node n without data computing if the corresponding UAV has related information, but the overhead for fetching transmission should be considered which is embodied as follows referred to [20] .
where ε elec and ε amp denote circuit and gain consumption of amplifier consumption of a bit respectively, due to simplify of data transmitting, downlink of 1 bit can realize scheduling strategy, i.e., 0 is prohibition, otherwise, permission and d is the distance between sensor and UAV node. UAV with cache selects proper sensor nodes to track wisely, the probability of the scheduled sensor node n to track target m at time t is ϕ n,m,t . Thus, the moving consumption of the sensor node n as a candidate at the time t is denoted as p s,t . In the dynamic cluster, it is worthy noting that during the tracking, the sensor node n moves into another cluster, in which the cache is absent to the sensor node n, the corresponding data is obtained from another UAV or remote cloud. The fetching cost is associated. Let b n denote the cost between UAV and remote cloud, the fetching cost is written as follows.
where 1( * ) is a indicator function, if condition * is established, cost will product, if not, cost is zero. As for the broadcasting consumption among UAVs, we assume that the probability of the UAV c without the sensor node n information. The probability of requiring remote cloud is ϕ n , the probability of UAV with relative information receiving at time t is χ t . The broadcasting consumption includes fetching cost which is the same as the equation (7). The fetching cost is summarized as
To simplify, the time t is omitted.
B. ANALYSIS OF THE DELAY MODEL
In the beginning of time t, let N b m,t denote the set of the sensor nodes requesting for the corresponding UAV, and N b m,t ⊂ {N ∪ 0}. 0 denotes that no request to be scheduled. Let N d m,t denote the set of sensor nodes requesting for the UAV to track the target m during the time t, the alternating renewal process of time series is dynamic which is written as
where r t = m denotes sensor nodes request for UAV to track the target node m, otherwise, no request. Policy is obtained through smart agent. From the above formula, the queue state is only relative to that at the last time, and the size of any requesting is unit length, so the exception for length of the requesting queue R m,t+1 at the time t+1 is also represented as
Due to the independence among sensor nodes, the scheduling set is explored as a subset of the requesting queue. In case R n,m,t = 0, the scheduling set is empty, if not, the scheduling set is a non-empty subset of the request queue. The state matrix R t with dimensions of M × N is structured and R t ∈ R, R is the request queue state space. It is worthy noting that scheduling strategy is based on conditional probability, the precondition of realization for scheduling is that the request queue is non-empty. Due to the independence among sensor nodes, the scheduling strategy is uncorrelated to request probability and only related to the non-empty request queue.
In the beginning of each time t, the sensor node n receiving radio wave of the target m transmits own node information to UAV and is traversed according to the corresponding node ID in cache. The transmitting delay is given by
where κ n denotes that transmission size of the sensor node n. if be scheduled, receiving consumption is conferred from the equation (7), so the whole scheduling delay consumption at the time t is rewrote as
where v n,t denotes the moving speed of sensor nodes and assume each sensor node tracks with uniform speed. To simplify and integral analysis, Let L m,t ∈ L m ∈ [0, L m ] denote delay constraint range for the target node m at the time t, where L m is the maximum delay constraint. L m ∈ L and L denotes the delay state space. The dynamic delay is embodied as
where L m ϕ m,t is a unity function wherein the delay mainly includes transmitting delay between sensor nodes and UAVs, tracking delay, and fetching delay with corresponding probability.
C. ANALYSIS OF THE STATE AND ACTION
In this section, we mainly use state space and action space to realize combination with reinforcement learning and convolutional Neural Network to obtain determined optimal policy [21] - [24] . In the MC-SSNs, each target with different priorities is found by sensor nodes, let θ i,t , ∀i ∈ M denote the priority of the target node m. Priority for each target nodes is denoted as θ t = θ 1,t , θ 2,t , ...θ m,t , and θ t ∈ θ θ θ where θ θ θ is the priority state space. Considering the sensor node n tracks target node m, Kalman Filter algorithm is introduced to obtain predicted trajectory, which is given by
where x t is a vector shown as [x t , y t , x t , y t ] T , F is transfer matrix based on the time t, and ω t is noise matrix. Tracking accuracy at time t is represented as
Accuracy is embodied by the Euclidean space. Let e denote the accuracy space. System state can be wrote as S = R × L × θ × e by integrating delay state space, request queue state space, priority state space, and accuracy state space. In order to simplify complexity, we consider single cluster due to same policy is realized in the MMT network. Let N 1 ⊂ N , M 1 ⊂ M denote the set of the single network, so the state space S is reduced to S 1 = R 1 × L 1 × θ 1 , in the time t, the state space is given by 1,t × |p L 1,n,t , θ 1,m,t , e 1,n,m,t |R 1,n,t , (18) where delay constraint is only appeared when request queue is non-empty and n ∈ N 1 , m ∈ M 1 , the reduced state S 1 ∈ S.
The exploring strategy is analyzed in this section by means of using deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm with interaction between smart agent and the MC-SSN. The detail is discussed in the next subsection.
Given a random state s ∈ S 1 , the action with penalty mechanism is arose resulted from the interacting state. Policy π is a mapping connecting state and action, which is given by
In the real-time MMT network, the single network state space S 1 with four dimensions is difficult to realize the mapping through exploring the MMT network, we use the convolutional neural network (CNN) to overcome curse of dimensions. To cope with the convergence of self-learning, we adopt the Actor-Critic to guarantee the convergence of the algorithm. However, when to reach the convergence is uncertain. The deep deterministic policy gradient merging deep Q-network is employed to solve the difficulty of convergence [24] - [27] .
For a practical mobile target tracking system, energy consumption is unknown to the sensor node m at each time t because of the dynamic environment. For a given target node m, the systematic energy consumption is represented by
where P t (s t , a t ) = η n,t P tr,t + P n,fetch,t + ϕ n,t P s,t ,
The delay penalty for target nodes with diverse delay constraints is denoted by
where
denotes systematic delay penalty, f m ( * ) denotes delay of total target nodes with diverse delay constraints at the time t and f m is a general function. To ensure the real time tracking, the shorter the scheduling time, the better in theory. Moreover, the target nodes with diverse priority is monitored and tracked which is random for the dynamic scenario, so our object is that we reduce the delay as much as possible even through the delay is within theL m,t . The specific expression is given by
where ϑ m,t denotes the error value between practice delay and delay constraint at the time t. The punishment intensity of function g m is much weighted than f m which means that delay is generated with different punishment. Once delay ϑ m,t exceeds 0, the penalty will be aggravated gradually. For a dynamic MMT network, it is difficult to use polynomial time to obtain the optimal policy, so the deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm is employed in MMT. Our object is to joint minimize the systematic energy consumption including the fetching cost, the delay penalty, and the tracking accuracy. the unity function of the joint optimal object is given by
where β 1 , β 2 , and β 3 are the weighted parameters which satisfy β 1 + β 2 + β 3 = 1, respectively. In each time t,
is the unity function to minimize the systematic cost.
As the above state, the optimal strategy π should be obtained to minimize the systematic cost. Scheduling problem is denoted as
where u * is the optimal joint solution resulting from optimal policy π * . For a infinite horizon systematic cost MDP, the optimal strategy is learned through interaction between the agent of DDPG and the MMT with the infinite state space and the infinite action space which is multidimensional.
V. DDPG-BASED SCHEDULING STRATEGY
Due to the high-complex dynamic mobile target tracking system, we need deep network construction, experience pool is adopted in DDPG. policy gradient method selects random action by learning policies in the continue action space and the deterministic method is employed to assist policy gradient to output unique action value stably [27] - [29] . To cope with the difficulty of exploring complex environment, deterministic policy is used to solve through the off-policy sampling.
As for the DDPG, Actor-Critical architecture is adopted to import the neural network based policy and value. each state-action pair (s t , a t ) is mapped to reward or penalty, take the reward for instance, the specific expression is given by
where γ is the discount factor, and the reward is accumulated from the previous state to i th state of future.
As the above state, we transfer the P1 to P2 using DDPG algorithm. Deterministic policy is considered to optimize systematic scheduling strategy. The action function is wrote as
where µ is the optimal action policy, and θ µ is the parameter of policy network. We adopt the reward to perform the selected policy, which is expressed as
We give the iteration to obtain optimal policy and the deterministic policy is given by ∇ θ J (µ θ ) = E s,ρ β ;a,π θ [∇ θ log π θ (a|s)Q π (s, a)], (31) where Q( * ) denotes the value function, β is the behavior policy.
Due to the random character of policy gradient, the computation is difficult to obtain optimal policy based on previous action, the deterministic policy is adopted and the policy gradient is rewrote as
DDPG is based on the equation (30) and deep Q-network, and the parameter is given through policy network with deterministic action using θ µ , actor is embodied by policy network µ and critical is obtained by fitting state-action function under the value network. The reward function is rewrote as
The reward is selected under the deterministic policy µ. In DDPG, the Q-network is adopted to fit the value function. The value function is given by the P2. In order to evaluate the capacity of policy µ, the specific expression is given by
In Fig. 2 , we describe the specific interaction process. In order to minimize cost, state space as input and the agent learns important information. θ µ is updated and delivered to online policy network. After obtaining the corresponding state-action pair and reward, relative parameters are stored to experience reply memory. θ µ is updated in online Q-network and target network samples randomly from the reply memory to reduce correlation of values. behavior policy β as noisy is obtain using Uhlenbeck-Ornstein stochastic process to explore the optimal policy. It is worthy noting that two networks are asynchronous. Convolution neural network is applied to train, in which the state space is regarded as the input. In order to guarantee noncorrelation, the state and action data sequence of interaction is stored to replay memory, in which the min batch data is sampled. This algorithm stabilizes learning process and guarantee the convergence. The algorithm flow is showed as follows.
The time complexity is analyzed specifically which is divided into two parts [30] - [32] .
• Considering the whole system from algorithm 1, we can obtain the obvious time complexity with O(n 2 ). It is noteworthy that the feedback process of neural network should be consider because of the computation of inverse of the matrix.
• For DQN algorithm with random characteristic, action a is sampled from set of actions A, therefore there exists a time complexity in O(1) for each iteration. Due to calculation of constant value for forward-propagation, the main consideration is focused on back-propagation. According to [11] , the time complexity of proposed algorithm is O(k(φ)T M 1 |C| |A 1 |), where A 1 and M 1 are the reduced action space and set of target nodes, the |C| is the number of sink nodes in a region, and the k(φ) is the a function of the depth and number of the hidden layers φ.
Algorithm 1 DDPG based scheduling algorithm Input: state vector s t , step number N, discount factor γ , learning rate α, the number of step M; 1: Initial network parameters θ Q , θ µ and replay memory buffer R; 2: for each interaction with environment episode ∈ M do 3: for each time t ∈ T do 4: Select a t through behavior policy, which is represented by equation (27); 5: Get the new reward r t and the next state s t+1 ; 6: Sample N data from replay memory R and is represented through (s i , a i , r i , s i+1 ); 7: Calculate the gradient of primary network. 8: Updating policy Q value θ Q and compute policy gradient which is represented through equation (30); 9: Update network parameter θ µ ; 10: Compute target network µ and Q 11: Q ← Q 12: end for 13: end for Output: Value Q; 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, Simulation experiments are conducted to illustrate the performance of the proposed optimal policy using the DDPG algorithm. We use Python 3 to build a simulation environment for MMT task in MC-SSN networks. Tensor-Flow architecture is built to verify the capacity of multi-target tracking and scheduling strategies. The learning process consumes approximately 12 minutes when the iteration number reaches 1000.
A. SIMULATION SETUP
In Fig. 3 , we consider the mobile target tracking scenario, in which the area of each region is 100m × 100m. The number of target nodes M = 2, the number of sensor nodes N = 40, and the velocities of sensor nodes and targets are 2m/s and 1m/s, respectively. There exists two target nodes with different critical missions, in which the maximum tolerate delay of the two target nodes are 3s and 4s, respectively. We set the energy of each sensor node p i = 40J , ∀i ∈ N . The coordinates of running into each region for two targets are set as (0m, 40m) and (0m, 80m) and the moving trajectory are stochastic distributions. Not only that, the energy consumption of static nodes in each unit time length t also is considered as 0.1J but 0.6J for each moving sensor. To clearly state, the simulation parameters of MMT for executing critical missions are summarized in Table 2 . We compare our proposed scheme with the random selection scheme and non-myopic planning (OL) based on the potential game [15] .
B. RESULTS ANALYSIS
We first study tracking accuracy under the different schemes. The Mean Squared Error (MSE) is proposed to express the accuracy, which is given by
The random selection scheme is introduced to compare with the proposed scheme. In the random selection scheme, sensor nodes are scheduled by the corresponding UAV without intelligence. No penalty or reward rules are achieved in this scheme and sensor nodes are selected through random probability. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the cumulative system tracking error of different scheduling schemes based DDPG learning algorithm. For a scheduling system with M = 2, Both the two scheduling schemes can approach their stable cumulative tracking errors as the number of iterations increases. We can draw the following observations from Fig. 4 . Firstly, random scheduling scheme has the lower tracking accuracy compared with the proposed scheme. The reason is that the sink node needs to adjust state of each sensor node, in which self-energy and tracking capacity determine the optimal scheduling instead of selecting randomly. Secondly, intelligent scheduling scheme can enhance tracking accu- racy in he complicated environment. Thirdly, our proposed scheme can improve tracking accuracy 45.5% approximately, compared with random scheduling scheme. Fig. 5 provides the comparison of cumulative system tracking latency of moving sensor nodes. In order to reduce system delay and enhance responding speed, intelligent scheduling scheme seeks a quick response mode to obtain the lowest penalty if there exists a critical target, which is tracked urgently by sensor nodes. The proposed scheme can reduce system delay 12.5% approximately compared with random scheduling scheme. Furthermore, our proposed scheme results in the stable system delay due to the joint optimization the collaborative tasks updating and feedback.
In Fig. 6 , we compare the system cost with random scheduling scheme. Under the condition of guaranteeing tracking accuracy, both the two scheduling schemes can reach their stable cumulative system cost as the number of episodes increases. Based on the DDPG algorithm, the system cost is convergent with slight confusion within little ranges. The reason is that the smart agent interacts with environment through penalty mechanism. Different punish factors result in different system convergent capacity. The proposed scheme reduce 27.3% system cost compared with random scheduling scheme, which is given under guarantees system tracking accuracy. Thus, this result also demonstrates the efficiency of joint optimization of collaborative task offloading and valid feedback.
In Fig.7 , we compare the cumulative system cost achieved by variable tracking accuracy using different scheduling schemes. Firstly, when the number of target nodes is 2, the different system cost is obviously significant while guaranteeing tracking accuracy. The collaborative scheduling scheme reduces the system cost 16.3%, 17.3%. 20.8%, compared with the random scheduling scheme, respectively. This result shows that the proposed scheme can make full use the unexploited resource of MC-SSN. Moreover, the results demonstrate the long-term tracking can be guaranteed with the proposed scheme, especially in the critical missions. Fig. 8 shows the mean square error by using different schemes. We can obverse that the error is decreased with the increase of the time for all the proposed scheme, OL [15] , and the random selection scheme. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme outperforms OL about 16.7% on the tracking error.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first propose a collaborative perception mechanism and confirm its performance for real time multiple targets tracking applications in MC-SSN networks, With this perceptive method, a distributed collaborative paradigm is proposed to offload the critical tasks to the UAV nodes, which is regarded as the MEC platforms with a certain intelligence. Furthermore, an intelligent scheduling strategy is proposed to cooperatively schedule the tracking tasks and guarantee low-latency and low energy consumption. Numerical results indicate that our proposed scheme can reduce scheduling delay and systematic consumption while guaranteeing tracking accuracy. Based on the analyzed indicators, our proposed scheme improves about 20% and 16.7% contrasted with random scheduling scheme and OL [15] scheme in system capacity.
